Ellis Jaxon Farms Offers $21 Billion, Proposes to Pay $7 Billion for U.S.-Mexico Border Wall, Offers $14
Billion to Mexico to Build a Parallel Wall
Ellis Jaxon Farms proposes turning the idea of a wall into vertical, organic wall tower gardens to feed millions of
people.

For Immediate Release
CHATTANOGA, Tenn./EWORLDWIRE/May 26, 2017 --- Ellis Jaxon Farms, a Public Benefit corporation,
proposes to pay $7 billion for the proposed U.S.-Mexico border wall and an additional $14 billion to Mexico to
build an even thicker wall on their side.
Ellis Jaxon Farms proposes turning the idea of a wall into vertical, organic wall tower gardens to feed millions of
people. The wall on the U.S. side will feed millions of people in the United States, and the thicker wall on the
Mexico side will have a higher number of vertical tower gardens that will feed hungry people in Mexico and
throughout South America.
- In addition to feeding people quality food and providing thousands of jobs, the idea is a huge profit opportunity
for Ellis Jaxon Farms.
- With the installation of vertical tower wall farms across the entire length of the proposed 2,000 mile wall, the
company estimates that enough organic vegetables and fruits could be produced to feed all 16 million children
living with hunger in the U.S., and to fill homeless shelters and community kitchens cross America with quality
produce.
- Income generated from the towers will pay for their care and maintenance, and provide ongoing jobs.
- Windows can be created in the walls to serve as mini-stores that can also offer trading of produce between
the U.S. and Mexico.
The construction of walls on both sides will be blessing as vertical tower gardens on these walls will effectively
wipe out hunger and malnutrition throughout the entire North and South America. According to founder Sean
Kumar, "The best news of all: Children who are no longer hungry can learn and thrive as they prepare to
become our next generation of leaders."
Learn more about the proposal by contacting Sean Kumar at 706-218-3360
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